RBA’s inflation target

Inflation of 2–3 per cent on average over business cycle

• Since 1993, formalised 1996
• Monetary policy obligations are laid out in Reserve Bank Act (1959)
The Reserve Bank Act

a) the stability of the currency of Australia
b) the maintenance of full employment in Australia
c) the economic prosperity and welfare of the people of Australia
RBA’s inflation target

Inflation of 2–3 per cent on average over business cycle

• Not a hard-edged band
RBA’s inflation target

- Inflation of 2–3 per cent on average over business cycle

  • Not a hard-edged band
  • Target is CPI inflation but underlying inflation measures help discern trends
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Medium-term target allows flexibility to respond to shocks
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Pass-through: exchange rate to inflation

• First stage: $\Delta er \rightarrow \Delta pm$
  – rapid and complete
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Pass-through: exchange rate to inflation

• First stage: $\Delta er \rightarrow \Delta pm$
  – rapid and complete

• Second stage: $\Delta pm \rightarrow \Delta cpi$
  – slower
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Pass-through: exchange rate to inflation

- First stage: $\Delta er \rightarrow \Delta pm$
  - rapid and complete

- Second stage: $\Delta pm \rightarrow \Delta cpi$
  - slower
  - has declined
Effects of a 10 per cent Increase in Import Prices
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Inflation and Expectations
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RBA Intervention

- AUD floated in 1983
- RBA does not target exchange rate level
- Can intervene to avoid large overshooting or disorderly market
- RBA intervention is effective (Kearns and Rigobon 2005 JIE) and profitable (Becker and Sinclair 2004)
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Cumulative foreign exchange position
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Australian Dollar and Average RBA Transaction Rates

- Average rate at which RBA bought A$
- Average rate at which RBA sold A$
- Exchange rate of A$ against US$

Graph showing the exchange rate of Australian Dollar against US dollar from 1986 to 2004.
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Effects of a 10 per cent Increase in Import Prices

Phillips curve model
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